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Dyeing Yarn With Homegrown Indigo 

By Susan Skirvin 

Last summer I grew Mayo Indigo ( Indigofera 
s�ffruticosa) in m� garden and used it to dye wool, 
silk, cotton and linen yarns in shades of blue. 
People have long dyed rich blue colors with indigo. 

Unlike other natural dyes , indigo does not 
require a mordant ( usually a metallic salt) to bond 
the dye to the fiber. Instead, the indigo is 
dissolved in alkaline water which has had its excess 
oxygen removed. In this chemically "reduced" state, 
the indigo dye molecules can enter the molecules of 
the fiber being dyed. When the fiber is removed from 
the dyebath water, oxygen from the air attaches to 
the indigo molecules, causing them to become very 
large and insoluble in  water. Thus the indigo is 
stuck inside the fiber and cannot be washed out, 
producing a permanent dye. 

I used a simple method to simultaneously 
extract and reduce indigo dye from my plants: I 
soaked leaves and green stems overnight in a 3-
gallon pot of water outdoors , letting Tucson's 
August  heat ferment the plant material. Fermentation 
removed excess oxygen from the dyebath water, which 
allowed the indigo dye to dissolve in  its chemically 
reduced state, ready to dye. 

From 20 plants I cut nearly 4-1/2 Ibs. of 
leaves and green stems, enough to fill two 3-gallon 
pots. I weighted the plant material down with a 
brick, filled the pot with water, and laid a piece 
of plastic on the water's surface to keep out air. 
The next day I took out the plant material and put 
in skeins of yarn which had been thoroughly wetted. 
I weighted these down also and left them to soak for 
at least 30 minutes, then pulled them out to let the 
dye oxidize in the air for at least 30 minutes. 
Repeating the soaking and airing several times gives 
deeper colors; twice gave light sky-blue on cotton 
and linen; and three times gave medium indigo-blue 
to lavender on wool, cotton and silk. 

Much color washed out of the yarns when I 
finished dyeing. Worst were yarns which were not 
completely clean and grease-free before dyeing, for 
instance, greasy handspun wool. This result was to 
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be expected since any grease on the yarn inhibits 
t�e ability of the indigo dye to enter the yarn 
fibers. Grease from one skein of yarn can remain in 
the dyebath and thereby affect any other skeins 
dipped in  the original dyebath. Better results can 
be obtained with all skeins grease free. Also, I 
should have allowed the dye bath to ferment longer 
so more, or all, of the oxygen would have been 
removed. 

Some dyers add sodium hydrosulfate, which 
removes oxygen from the dye bath and converts the 
normally nonsoluble indigo into a form (called 
"indigo white") that is soluble in alkaline water. 
Darker blues can be obtained when the alkalinity of 
the water increases. The alkalinity of the dye bath 
is most commonly increased by adding sodium 
hydroxide or wood ash. 

This year I will do some things differently. 
Last year the indigo plants grew slowly from 
planting in  March until June heat arrived, so this 
year I will plant in late May. I will experiment 
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Office Notes 

By Linda Parker 

Our "new" office has a strong contigent of 
volunteers who regularly help out during our open 
hours (Tuesdays and Thursdays, 11-4). Thanks to 
Bruce Bailey, April Baison, Sue Skirvin, Dale Turner 
and Katy Brown, we have been able to complete all 
the seed cleaning, several bulk mailings, and 
respond to requests from the Grower's Network. The 
Grower's Network received more than 500 seed packets 
from our small and rare collection, along with 
planting information and insect control. 

April, Katy and Sue watered both demonstration 
gardens for a month of 100-degree-plus temperatures 
while Esther was on vacation. 

Thanks to members who have helped staff our 
NS/S booths for the S�ring Tucson Botanical Garden 
Plant Sale and Tucson s Fourth Avenue Street Fair: 
Jan Waterman, Cindy Baker, Lisa Huckell, Colleen 
Fitzmaurice, April Baison, Dale Turner, Julia Fonseca, 
and Jodi Schramm. 

Jodi Schramm, Lisa and Bruce Huckell, April 
Baison and Bam Miller helped make it possible to get 
a large number of corn samples prepared to send to 
Dr. Peter Bretting at N.C. State University, who is 
doing electrophoresis work on them. 

Cynthia Lindquist, Linda Stitzer, John and 
Colette Bancraft, Jodi Schramm and Lisa and Bruce 
Huckell assisted staff in getting seed packets ready 
for distribution. 

We have received-some great donations to help 
facilitate our work. Dan Parker delivered a shiny 
new red wheelbarrow. Polly and Phil Germain of New 
Mexico arranged delivery of a corn sheller and 
grinder. Luann Ongman has provided NS/S stationery 
and planting guides. Meals for Millions donated a 
tiller and shedder for the garden. Greg McNamee 
gave us a zip code directory. A small refrigerator 
was donated by Sue Skirvin. Several members have 
sent cash donations. 

Tucson members can join our faithful band of 
office volunteers in upcoming projects, including 
seed cleaning, garden work, computer entry of 
information about our seedbank collections, and the 
creation of a traveling display. Out-of-town 
visitors are always welcome -- we would be glad to 
arrange tours any time of the week with enough 
advance notice. Give us a call: 327-9123. 

Indigo 
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with making the dyebath more alkaline, although this 
can be harsh on wool yarn. And, if I haven't had my 
fill of dyeing by the end of summer, I'll pour the 
dyebath into gallon jars to keep inside for the 
winter, for more indigo "summertime blues". 
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Jean Andrews 
By Gary Nabhan 

Dr. Jean Andrews may well be the reigning queen 
of chile-dom. Her 1984 University of Texas book 
Peprers: the Domesticated Capsicums has become the 
bib:e on the beauty, diversity, natural history and 
pungency of the world's most widely-utilized spice. 
Culminating a decade of study, Andrews' book 
explains with relish the ways "peppers spread like 
wildfire • • •  once Columbus delivered them from 
isolation in the Americas" to become a major 
economic crop in 35 countries. 

However, admirers of her art and writing may 
not realize that Jean Andrews grew 81 different 
varieties of chiles during her research. About 50 of 
these were grown for an additional year and Dr. 
Andrews used her Texas chile garden for developing 
the accurate descriptions and paintings included in 
perpers. Each illustration took up to 10 hours of 
ef�t to complete, and if spread over several days 
time, Dr. Andrews found that the plant had 
oftentimes significantly changed size or shape! 
Fascinated by the diversity of colors and forms that 
have evolved within the genus Capsicum, she calls 
them the "seashells of the plant world." 

Because she has moved since the completion of 
the book, and has taken on other projects, Dr. 
Andrews became unable to continue to grow all the 
kinds of chiles she had collected. Kent Whealy of 
the Seed Saver's Exchange first alerted us to this 
dilemma, but in the meantime, Dr. Andrews was 
offered assistance by Dr. Mike Powell of SuI Ross 
State University in Alpine, Texas. With the 
encouragement of Dr. Andrews and cooperation of Dr. 
Powell, Native Seeds/SEARCH has now obtained 44 of 
these valuable collections. 

I recently met Dr. Andrews and her history
loving husband, C. B. Smith, at their new home in 
Austin, Texas (she has formerly lived in Seguin and 
Corpus <llristi, and in Latin America). I quickly 
learned that chiles and seashells are not her only 
"natural loves" -- she also grows a wide variety of 
bottlegourds, and has recently completed a book on 
lupines or "Texas bluebonnets." Although someone who 
has made such lifelong contributions could easily 
relax and rest on her laurels, she is busy with 
promoting a crafts revival among women in the 
highlands of Costa Rica. Perhaps the fiery spirit of 
chiles has gotten under her skin -- the sparkle in 
her eyes shows no sign that it is ready to subside. 
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1986 Annual Report: A Bountiful Harvest 
By Kevin Dahl 

On Thursdays at the Native Seeds/SEARCH office 
you're likely to find a collection of seedlings that 
are as beautiful a �rouping as you could find 
anywhere. They aren t plants , however. They are 
babies ranging in age from 4 months to 2 years old 
the offspring of folks who regularly work together' 
at the office. The little ones' names are Brian 
Dahl, Clayton Parker, Gabriel Baison, Carl Skirvin, 
and Christopher Brown. 

From week to week we see how fast these 
youngsters grow and learn. Their progress reflects 
the growth and increasing influence Native 
Seeds/SEARCH has accomplished this past year. 
Without stretching the metaphor too far (lest we 
have to explain dirty diapers) ,  NS/S is still a 
youthful and energetic organization that is growing 
by leaps and bounds . 

In our third year -- July 1, 1985 through June 
30, 1986 -- the work of Native Seeds/SEARCH has 
reached new audiences via a wide spectrum of 
publicity.  More seeds than ever were distributed. A 
public office was opened, and new staff are working 
there. Our demonstration garden doubled in size as 
did our membership. ' 

PUBLICI1Y 
Our efforts to conserve native crops was 

recognized on a television special, in major 
magazines, regional publications and in a report to 
Congress. 

Public televisioQ's NOVA series did an episode 
on "Seeds of Tomorrow" that featured our work. 

Organic Gardening magazine's November 1985 
cover article was "The Search for Native Seeds ." The 
Denver Post's weekly Sunday supplement, Empire had 
a cover article entitled "The Forgotten Seed" �n 
April 6, 1986. The Arizona Republic reported on 
"Seeds of Survival" on May 25, 1986. 

We were also covered in articles or mentions in 
The TUcson Weekly Friends of the Trees, the Canyon 
Echo (Sierra Club� , Catron Co. Firestarter, Arizona 
Daily Star, Diversity, The Land Report, National 
Gardening, Harrows mith, The Mother Earth News, 
Macrobiotics Today, Albuquerque Journal, and the 
Seed Saver's Exchange Harvest Edition. 

Publication of Gary Nabhan and Paul Mirocha's 
Gathering the Desert, which won the Burrough's Award 
for best natural history book of 1985.and the New 
York Art Director's Award for illus tration and 
design, has generated much publicity and interest in 
NS/S. Gary's writings, in addition to some of the 
publicatio�s already listed, appeared this last year 
ln Earth Ftrst �, Annuals of Earth Stewards, Applied 
Geography, Agrlculture and Human Values, Ciencia y 
Humanismo, and Mahina, Gary and Barney are all 
included in the National Seed Conference 
proceedings. 

SEED DISTRIBUTION 
The free seed distribution program enjoyed a 

busy year. Pima Cotton Seed was returned to Pima 
farmers, and a Mohave variety of corn was returned 
to the Mohave, who reside on the Colorado River 
Indian Reservation. Other tribal people who received 
seeds from Native Seeds/SEARCH include: Tohono 
O'Odham (formerly called Papago) ,  Gila River Pima, 
Cocopah, Zuni, Navajo, Hopi, Tarahumara, Las Vegas 
(NY) Paiute. 

Researchers and non-profit projects who 
received our seeds include Virginia State University 
(beans) ,  Peace Corps in Mali, Abundant Life Seed 
Foundation, Dave Christensen (a corn researcher in 

Bruce Huckell shucks corn to be sent to researchers 

Big Timber, Montana) ,  Meals for Millions TUcson 
Garden Program, Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum, 
University of Texas at Austin, Casa Maria Catholic 
Soup Kitchen (Tucson), Anita Alvarez Williams 
(Mexican researcher) ,  Kino School ,  TUzigoot National 
Monument, Tohono Chul Park, House of Lord Ministry 
at Shiloh (Chloride, Arizona) ,  and Crow Canyon 
Archeological Center. We provided white-seeded 
Tarahumara sunflower seed to the USDA Plant 
Introduction Station, which generously gave us 
excess seed from their grow-out of black-seeded Hopi 
sunflower seed. 

Part of our strategy to promote long-term 
survival of crop varieties is to make them available 
to home gardeners. This program is expanding and 
successful. Only 200 seed orders were filled through 
the mail in 1984, which doubled to 422 orders filled 
in the first six months of 1985. This was almost 
doubled in 1986, with more than 800 orders being 
filled in the first six months. Income from all 
sales for this period (seeds, publications and 
baskets) , which includes sales during special events 
like plants sales at the Boyce Thompson Arboretum 
and TUcson Botanical Garden and a booth at the 
TUcson Street Fair, totaled $13,000. 

Our 1986 catalog of seeds available, which has 
been sent to more than 4,000 people requesting it, 
included 218 crop varieties, many for the first 
time. New offerings included beans from the Four 
Corners region, annual teosinte, some new teparies, 
Tarahumara pink green beans , Hopi string beans, Hopi 
dry beans, and Pima cotton. It also added more 
publications, harvest baskets and herbs. 

CORN STUDY 
The corn collection undertaken in late 1984 was 

so successful that it has taken until June 1986 to 
process it for the electrophoresis and racial 
studies , as well as introduction into the USDA gene 
bank. These 100 plus collections had to be evaluated 
and selected, and then carefully bagged so as to 
keep track of which kernels came from which cobs. 
Some rows were also preserved on the cob. 

The sozyme work is being conducted by Dr. Peter 
Bretting under the direction of Dr. Major Goodman of 
North Carolina State University. Dr. John F. Doebly 
has also participated in this study. 

Continued next page 



Bruce Bentz, a s tudent of Dr. Hugh Iltis at the 
University of Wisconsin, is studying the corn races 
of northern Mexico. These are really poorly known. 

The USDA has already increased our initial 19 
donations of Mayo, Papago-Pima, Hopi, Mt. Pima and 
southern Paiute corns at their Puerto Rican 
facility. TWenty-one Tepehuan and Tarahumara 
accessions were recently processed. 

Reports on these corn studies will appear in 
future newsletters. 

Mahina Drees compares corn characteristics 

NEW OFFICE, STAFF, MEMBERSHIP 
The Tucson Botanical Garden has given Native 

Seeds/SEARCH an office to use rent-free, made 
possible under a grant from the Dart-Kraft 
Foundation to renovate a building and equip it with 
a rainwater-harvesting system. The office, close to 
our existing demonstration gardens, houses our small 
(rare) seed collection, displays and provides a 
workspace for staff and volunteers. It is regularly 
staffed by Kevin Dahl, Esther Moore and Linda 
Parker. 

Esther continues as Master Gardener; Kevin and 
Linda are new staff members this year. Linda has 
come on board as curator of the small seed 
collection (which she calls our "Seed Savings and 
Loan" instead of a seed bank) . She also coordinates 
volunteers and our growout network. Kevin does 
miscellaneous tasks l ike writing reports and grants, 

has taken over editing the Seedhead News from Karen 
Reichhardt and manages our computerized membership 
and mailing lists.  

COllECTIONS 
Several collecting trips were made by Barney 

and Mahina this past year. In Mayo country, not much 
was found because of a severe drought experienced 
there. In Tarahumara, a lot of new wild beans sites 
were found as were scarlet runner beans, Phaseolus 
metcalfiia, a new high elevation Oyo de Cabas, black 
beans, a new tepary, and a chapalote corn in Batopilas 
Canyon. Stocks were replenished f rom Yaqui country.  
A wild tobacco, makuchi, was collected in Warahio, 
and more corn, squash and conivari also found there. 
A Spanish wild tobacco, punche, was obtained from 
Lynn Montgomery in New Mexico. From the Zuni we 
collected a yellow Jacob's Cattle bean that they say 
was given to them by one of their kachinas, Shalako. 
In Tepehuan an annual teosinte, a new sweet corn and 
a sweet tomatillo was collected. Our stocks were 
replenished from Tohono O'Odham (formerly called 
Papago) sources , and a new tepary obtained from 
Pima. 

Gary accompanied Laura Merrick and Salvador 
Montes on an IBPGR-funded squash collecting trip 
into the Sierra Madre, and made additional bean and 
gourd collections in Arizona. 

We received two amazing collections from 
unsolicited sources. Sonny Owens sent us seeds 
originally collected in the 1860s that were given to 
him by an old burro prosector in 1944. The 
collection includes s weet corn, beans and squash 
primarily from the Colorado River Indian Tribes. 

We also received from James Cowan of Stella, 
Missouri, two types of black-eyed peas -- one 
completely red and the other completely black -

that he had gotten from a truck driver in Bisbee who 
had said they had come f rom some Indians. A week 
later we got a request from ethnobiologist Amadeo 
Rea, "If you ever run across any black black-eyed 
peas, I'd l ike to get some, because the Pimas said 
they used to grow black ones, and I'd like to get 
them back for them. " 

GARDEN AND GROWOUT 
Our demonstration and grow-out garden at the 

Tucson Botanical Gardens was expanded this last year 
to include a site that is designed to model several 
types of native farming techniques. 

Many people who visit the Tucson Botanical 
Garden tour our demonst ration gardens and learn 
about these plants with the guidance of Garden 
docents, or by reading the s igns we have posted 
there. Notable visitors to our garden include Dr. 
Vorsila Bohrer, Southwest ethnobotanist, Portales, 
NM; Mark Plotkin, ethnobotanist, World Wildlife 

. Fund; Dr. Mark Widlirchner, USDA Plant Introduct10n 
Station, Ames, IA; Dr. Jose Esquinas-Alcazar, UN 
Food & Agriculture Organization; Dr. Lou Lazeroff, 
President, Council for the Utilization of 
Underexploited Plants; and James Aaronsen, Director, 
Advat Experimental Farm, Israel, and star of the TV 
show, "The Plant Hunters . "  

The volunteer grow-out network was expanded to 
include aprroximately 100 people who this season are 
growing about 500 samples of seed f rom our seed bank 
of rare or small collections. 

GRANTS 
Our work has been supported the past  year, in 

addition to membership fees, small donations and 
sale of seeds, by several foundations and contracts 
for research. CIAT/IBPGR funded some work on 
Phaseolus. Wallace Genetics and C.S. Fund provided 
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major support. The Dart-Kraft Foundation made our 
new office possible. We were commiss ioned to write a 
background report for the Office of Technology 
Assessment on grassroots efforts toward genetic 
resource preservation. We provided technical 
consultation for the International Genetic Resources 
Programme's Community Seed Bank Kit. 

FINANCES 
In our last fiscal year, which ended December 

31, 1985, our Expenses exceeded our Income 
($44,177.95 and $35,524. 14 respectively) because we 
were spending grant money obtained in the previous 
year. Rounded to hundreds , our income came from 
these sources: Grants (13,500) , Contributions (300), 
Associates Dues (8,000) , Contracts (4,500) , 
Publications (1,500) , Seed & Basket Sales (7,100) 
and Interest ( 500) . 

Our s ignificant expenses (rounded to hundreds, 
less than 100 not included) were: Amortization 
(300) , Dues & Publications (100) , Office Supplies & 
Postage (2,700) , Meetings (100) , Intern Stipend 
(600) , Garden Supplies (1,300) , Printing (7,200) , 
Professional Fees (4,900) , Publications (500) , Seed 
Purchases (600) , Rent (3,200) , Salaries & Taxes 
(21,300) , Shipping (600) , Supplies (100) , Telephone 
(100) , Travel (200) . 

CONFERENCES AND TALKS 
Representatives from Native Seeds/SEARCH 

attended severals conferences this year: the annual 
Ethnobiology Conference, the Arizona Intertribal 
Council on the Elderly Conference, and the First 
National Seed Conference, Seed Savers Exchange 
Annual Campout Convention, International Tepary Bean 
Conference and the Land Institute's Prairie 
Festival.  

Talks presented at these conferences and other 
events included: 

"Developing a Regional Seed Exchange" (Karen 
Reichhardt, Prairie Festival) 

Talks on Native Seeds/SEARCH to Tucson Organic 
Gardening Club; Scottsdale Community College 
Garden Club; Sacaton Middle School Pima Indian Days 
Festival; Circle Z Guest Ranch, Patagonia, for 
Nature Study Week; and Phoenix Chapter, Native Plants 
Society were made by Karen Reichhardt. 

"Seeds: Genetic Resources and Cultural 
Treasures" (Karen Reichhardt and Gary Nabhan, 
Prairie Festival) 

"The Art of Saving Seeds" (Gary Nabhan, Prairie 
Festival)  

"North American Crops: the Meaning of  Native 
Seedstocks" (Gary Nabhan, Seed Savers Exchange 
Convention) 

"The Gourd Family among Tepehuan cultures: Folk 
taxonomy and cultural biogeography" (Gary Nabhan and 
Laura Merrick, Ethnobiology Conference) 

"Seeds: Natural and Cultural Heritage" (Gary 
Nabhan, First National Seed Conference) 

"Bioregional Seed Networks " (Gary Nabhan and 
Mahina Drees, First National Seed Conference) 

"Field Collecting in the Sierra Madre" (Mahina 
Drees and Barney T. Burns , First National Seed 
Conference) .  

Seeds Of Life 

By Linda Parker 

What are seeds? I like to think of them as a 
symbol of wealth. We can use them for barter. They 
have the potential to feed, even clothe us. Our 
basic foods, such as carbohydrates, lipids (fats) 
and proteins, can be obtained from various seeds. 
Legumes like beans and peas are rich sources of 
protein. Grass seeds provide humanity with a huge 
amount of carbohydrates in the form of important 
cereal crops :  wheat, rice, sorghum, millet, corn{ rye, barley and oats. Seeds high in lipids (fats) 
include sesame, soybeans, corn and sunflowers. 
Cotton fibers surrounding the cotton seed are made 
into cloth worn by many people. 

Seeds are raw materials for many industries, 
especially pharmaceuticals and cosmetics. Alcoholic 
beverages made from rice, bar ley and corn can be 
found worldwide. Many a bleary morning is made 
brighter with a hot drink made from the coffeebean. 

To botanists, seeds are a mature ovule, the 
result of sexual reproduction in plants. �lly some 
plants reproduce this way and they are grouped 
together in the large division of the plant kingdom 
known as Spermatophyta, or seed-bearing plants. 

Why seeds? It's an accepted theory that they 
have evolved out of a more primitive, assexual means 
of reproduction as a mechanism that improves 
sur vival chances and genetic diversity. 

Survival may mean big seeds or little seeds, 
lots of seeds or few seeds. There is power in 
numbers, witness the large number of tiny seeds 
produced by tobacco plants or amaranth, greatly 
increasing the odds that a seed will find the 
conditions it needs to germinate. Another survival 
strategy some plants use is the production of fewer 
but bigger seeds. The larger seeds can more readily 
survive adverse conditions with their stored energy 
and perhaps a thicker, more protective seed coat. 

Because many plants need or accept another 
plant's pollen before producing fertile seeds, 
this system allows plants to develop, share and 
recombine different characteristics. This genetic 
diversity provides a given population of plants with 
the ability to adjust to environmental changes. 

To farmers and gardeners,  seeds can mean 
bothersome weeds or a delicious harvest in the 
offing. Seeds can come from a multi-national 
corporation packaged in a multi-color packet and 
coated with pesticide and fertil izer, or they can be 
a treasured heirloom passed down from generations 
before via hand-woven baskets or old mason jars. 

On a global scale, the trading of seeds is 
a large portion of international economics. Seeds 
are a means of international manipulation, payment 
of debts, and power. 

Looking at the many colors, textures, sizes and 
shapes of seeds, they are clearly objects of beauty. 
They are the beginning of life for many plants, and 
intricately tied to the life of humanity and our 
planet. 



We Get Letters! 

By Barney T. Burns 

Between January 1st and June 30th this year, we 
handled more than 2,600 pieces of incoming mail. We 
thought that the readers of the Seedhead News might 
like to know about some of the wonderful people who 
contact us about all sorts of issues. Even most of 
the staff and regular volunteers of Native 
Seeds/SEARCH never really have a chance to review 
the hundreds of letters and requests we get every 
month. Normally, Mahina and I open all the mail and 
try to route it to the proper staff person. The 
following excerpts are representative of so many 
letters we receive and illustrate the type of 
support and interest we all need to keep our 
organization going and growing. 

Many letters provide us with the fuel to keep 
up our efforts, moral support. 

Barbara Helser of Tempe, Arizona, wrote: 
" • • •  1 would like to tell you how much I admire 

your work in keeping desert crops alive and 
distributing the seeds to Native Americans. I share 

MOTIVE FROM LAGUNA JAR 

your concern with keeping traditions alive, 
especially ones that are in balance with the 
environment." 

Jan DeVries of Aurora, Colorado, said: 
"Thanks a million! I'm sure you know the value 

of your pro�ect in the upcoming years of change on 
the planet. ' 

Margery Moseley of Berkeley, California, wrote: 
"I think what you are doing is very important, 

and I'm really excited about having a chance to grow 
some of these native crops mentioned in the Nov. '85 
Organic Gardening magazine." 

Along the same lines Mrs. A.E. Shelton of 
Longmont, Colorado, wrote: 

"I read with great interest the article about 
Gary Nabhan and his work with desert seed plants for 
food. If there is anything the average layperson can 
do to assist this program, I'd like to be made aware 
of it. 

"We need to realize as the article points out 
that food sources have a limit and we need to 
utilize some of these adaptable plants more fully." 

Our final moral support quote comes from Mary 
Ann Klein of the National Colonial Farm of Accokeek, 
Maryland. She stated in March: 

"Your new seed list is just wonderful! I 
enjoyed reading about each of the peoples and their 

ZUNI 

traditional crops. I am ordering some seed in great 
hopes that I might increase the seed • • •  " 

A number of letters arrive at Native Seeds/ 
SEARCH from avid gardeners searching for specific 
varieties of seeds that will do well in dry, hot, 
and/or marginal areas. 

In February, D.L. "Dandy" Hughes of Sand 
Valley, Nevada, wrote us about this terrible soil 
and harsh climatic conditions. He stated: 

" • • •  But it seems silly-to grow midwestern 
finicky seed in the garden, which we depend upon, 
when there may be Indian seed developed for areas 
like ours." 

Even folks in. the Mid West contact us about 
obtaining seed. Wilma Zarybnicky of Odell, Nebraska, 
wrote: 

"The last couple of years I have been planning 
to try a different kind of garden. I hope to switch 
to open pollinated, perennial, and Native American 
plants." 

We often get letters telling us how our 
Southwestern seeds perform. For example, Rodger J. 
Backman of Rockford, Illinois, wrote this past 
March: 

"Last year I planted \�arihio Tepary, Sonoran 
Tepary and Yaqui Ojo de Cabra beans. They all grew 
very well here and all three made excellent soup." 

Paul E. Hunisberger of Las Cruces, New Mexico, 
just wrote us the kind of letter we wish we got 
every day. He stated: 

"I tried #144 [Wariho Red Sweet Corn] and had 
great success last year. I planted in July and 
irrigated. Stalks grew to 8-10', produced 2-3 ears, 
great numbers of suckers also produced edible ears. 
First corn I ever grew in Las Cruces that wasn't 
'attacked' by corn borer! Ears long, slender -- corn 
delicious boiled." 

Other members and supporters of Native Seeds/ 
SEARCH let us know about their areas of interest. 
Herbert D. Hall of Ludington, Maine, wrote to tell 
us of his upcoming move to Arizona and that: 

'�e look forward to receiving your newsletter, 
your seed list and supporting your wonderful and 
much needed work. We especially look forward to 
learning more about the special varieties that we 
can obtain and plant there in Arizona • • • •  Your 
research and work with Native peoples and their food 
plants will not only be of interest to me from a 
personal dietary standpoint but also as part of my 
academic interests as well." 

Others have advised us of their own efforts to 
Continued next page 
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Update On Grassroots - USDA Collaboration 
By Gary Nabhan 

At the National Seed Conference in St. Louis, 
Missouri, last fall, a special meeting was held to 
determine how grassroots plant conservation 
organizations could best interact with the USDA's 
National Plant Germplasm System. Representatives 
from seed savers groups, small seed companies, 
gardening groups, universities, the USDA and 
National Academy of Sciences met to share their 
ideas on collaboration. After dismissing the 
sugges tion of forming an official advisory committee 
to the USDA on crop relatives, native field crops 
and heirloom vegetables indigenous to the North 
American continent, USDA officials suggested that 
grassroots conservationists offer their services to 
existing crop-specific advisory committees. Although 
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save germplasm and evaluate the potential value of 
our seedstocks for other marginal areas of the 
world. Rodger J. Backman, quoted earlier, also noted 
in his April letter: 

"I am very much enthused about what you are 
doing in hunting down these rare varieties of seeds 
and preserving them. I am also working with the USDA 
Germplasm Preservation. I have 600 varieties of corn 
and some new varieties of apples, pears,  and plums 
that I am preserving. "  

It certainly is pleasing to note we are 
not alone in our perception of the future of 
agriculture. We coomend Mr. Backman's longstanding 
commitment to our mutual task. Likewise , we 
appreciate I.J. Rosenfeld's considered efforts to 
evaluate our seedstock for its potential in Kenya. 
In January of this year Dr. Rosenfeld of Chicago 
wrote: 

" • • •  1 jus t  read in our papers this morning that 
former President Carter and former Ambassador Andrew 
Young are off to Africa to start a 'Green 
Revolution. ' Unfortunately they are trying to bring 
improved maize, sorghum, and millet [to Africa], 
crops which have already been improved by the World 
Bank and the UN-FAD, who spent millions on that 
project. Needless to say, that although the maize 
for instance does grow in three months time, it 
still needs more rain than we often have, so it is 
not suitable. The blue maize which we have already 
grown for more than a year [in a test station co
sponsored by the Kenyan government] is doing 
considerably better, together with the amaranth and 
the Aztec Dwarf bean and the tepary beans, etc. Now 
I have quite a few more thanks to your shipment ." 

We look forward to receiving more interesting 
correspondence, and plan to quote some of it 
regularly in the Seedhead News.  Right now we are 
doing research for a new book on gardening with 
native crops and are eager to learn how are seeds 
have performed in all areas of the country. Write to 
us and tell us your experiences: which varieties 
worked well for you and which didn't; what you have 
observed about their growing patterns and 
production; and anything else you noted about these 
plants. Address this correspondence to the attention 
of Kevin Dahl. 

this idea has its drawbacks -- it is a piecemeal 
approach to saving the multiple species in 
par�icular Indian fields or wild canyons -- it was 
agreed upon as a first step. 

This spring, I presented a list  of individuals 
from seed saving and fruit exploring groups to the 
National Plant Genetic Resources Board. A May 28 
letter to me from Charles Murphy, Executive 
Secretary of the Board contains this response: 

'�e Board recognizes, appreciates, and shares 
a common interest with the grassroots conservation
ists to whom you refer." 

It continues by noting that "some individuals 
associated with grassroots organizations • • •  would be 
well-qualified to serve on [crop-specific] advisory 
committees. " However, in a follow-up call to Dr. 
Murphy, it became unclear to me whether any heirloom 
crop specialists who are not academically trained in 
botany or crop science would be added to these 
committees. Dr. Murphy repeatedly commented that the 
committees consist of "technical speCialists" whose 
expertise must be recognized by other "technical 
specialists" to be nominated to a committee. This 
limits grassroots conservationist "eligibility." 
Does Dr. Murphy rule out enlightened self-taught 
laymen, some of whom collect, evaluate and annually 
hand-pollinate hundreds of crops varieties? 

On a more positive note, Dr. Fitgerald from the 
Board has already passed on the list of native 
sunflower collectors and backyard breeders to the 
Sunflower Advisory Committee. 

Finally, we might well be concerned by Dr. 

WHITE MOUNTAIN APACHE 

Murphy's comment that "with only limited funds , the 
USDA can't concern itself with every endangered 
species in the U.S." This response is to my request 
that the USDA begin to systematicall¥ collect and 
conserve wild species that are relatLves to U.S. 
crops -- 70 crop relatives are already threatened or 
endangered within our boundaries . Will the USDA 
formally commit itself to the endangered crop 
relatives and native vegetables that are clearly 
useful genetic resources for crop imp,rovement? 
Rather than rationalizing that they 'can't" or 
"should not do it," the USDA could collaborate with 
grassroots groups to legally collect and enter into 
gene banks the seeds of these threatened crop 
relatives. These groups could essentially provide a 
"public interest matching grant" to the USDA by 
volunteering hundreds of thousands of dollars worth 
of effort, expertise and seed. Such collaboration 
would not be a "cost" to the USDA, but a 
contribution to the long term maintenance of 
American genetic resources. 

To further promote this proposal, write: 
Dr. Olarles F. Murphy 
NPGRB/USDA 
Building 005, BARe-West 
Beltsville, MD 20705 
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Announcements 
CHlLETIPINES. Researcher Cindy Baker is looking 

for hardy Tucson members to  accompany her on trips 
this fall into the desert to do a number of tasks 
recording information about wild chiletipines . The 
day outings will be scheduled f or various days of 
the week. If you are interested, call the Native 
Seeds/SEARCH office, 327-9123. 

PERMACULTURE. There are a number of intensive 
courses scheduled around the country sponsored by 
the Permaculture Institute of North America (PINA) 
6488 Maxwelton Rd., Clinton, WA 98236. Aug. 30-Sept. 
14 a course taught by Bill  Mollison will take place 
in �linton •

. 
Sept. ?O-Oct. 5 a course open only to 

Natlve Amerlcans wlll take place in Wadsworth 
�evada. A women's course will take place Sept : 6-21 
ln Freeland, Maryl and. The 2nd International 
Permaculture Conference takes place Aug. 8-10, at 
Evergreen State College, Olympia, WA. Write PINA for 
more information. 

ORGANIC AGRICULTURE. The Sixth International 
Scientific Conference of the International 
Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements (IFOAM) 
will t ake place Aug. 18-21 at the Univ. of Calif., 
Santa Cruz, CA 95064. The conference will focus on 
research and issues related to  agro-ecology and 
sustainable agricultural systems . 

BIOREGIONAL. The North American Bioregional 
Con9ress II takes place Aug. 25-31 at Camp 
Innlsfree, Traverse City, MI. For information, 
contact NABC II, Box 3, Brixey, MO 65618. 

WILD EATS. Edible Wild Plants Workshop and 
Feast t akes place Aug. 9 and Sept. 13 at the State 
Arboretum of Utah. Led by seasoned collectors to  
marshes, foothills, and canyons t o  collect edible 
plants •

. 
Contact: State Arboretum of Utah, Building 

436, UnlV. of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT 84112. 

TREE FRIENDS. A catalog of resources for folks 
who like trees is the invaluable Friends of the 
Trees 1986 Yearbook, available f or $4 from P.O. Box 
1466, Chel an, WA 98816. 

GROWERS NETWORK. If you.were unable to join our 
volunteer Growers Network this season but would like 
to participate next year, now is the time to let us 
know. This valuable program enables our members to  
help us  growout seeds from our seed bank to 
replenish and keep viable our small-numbered or rare 
collections. Write Linda Parker for an application 
to this network. 

Burros Or Burritos� 
By Christine Curtis 

Have you ever wondered why we eat burros in 
Tucson and they eat burritos in California? 
Perplexin9 enigmas of this sort keep folklorists up 
late at nlght (or was it the serenading mariachis 
and the shots of tequila?). As long ago as the 1940s 
an intrepid student of anthropology described the 
phenomenon, a result of this locale (Southern 
Arizona and Northern Sonora, the Pimeria  Alta 
sect�r) having a tradition of making the huge flour 
tortlilas necessary for burros. Burritos are of 
course, little burros. I won't venture to  gu�ss 
whether there had to be burros first in order to 
develop the nomencl ature for burritos.  

Even the experts don't know why the local 
inhabitants ended up with burros. A conversation 
with our most noted Southwest folklorist, Jim 
Griffith, turned up some interesting facts about 
local culinary history. As director of the 
University of Arizona's Southwest Folklore Center he 
makes it his business to delve into all the facets 
of living, continuing traditions and a fair amount 
of ancient history. Everything from music and art to  
jokes and food is in  his sphere. 

Jim pointed out the role that Father Kino 
played in introducing wheat and beef into the 
indigenous diet, changing forever the habits and 
needs of entire nations of people. All of the Native 
Americans of this area as well as the Mexican and 
Mexican-American popul ation have adjusted to  the 
dietary incursions so that we now think of the foods 
as an historical part of our local culture. Flour 
tortillas, carne seca, cheese, flan: they all came 
with the Spaniards. 

Of the pre-contact indigenous foods, several 
are still available commercially and regul arly 
enjoyed. Small wild chiles, chiltepines , are to be 
found either dried (red) or pickled with onions 
(green). Little Arizona acorns, or bellotas, are 
edible snacks popular in late summer. CuShaW squash, 
or Papago pumpkins, were cultivated hundreds of 
years ago and are still grown for sale today. You 
probably won't find any of these foods in the chain 
supermarkets, but Jim recommends you try El . 
Presidente Fruit Stand on South 12th just south of 
Ajo Way. Other good sources for unusual local foods 
are the produce stands just across the border in 
Nogales, Sonora. 

' 

(Reprinted with permission from Tucson Weekly.) 



Garden Report 

By Esther Moore 

Our new ethnobotanical grow-out display garden 
at the TUcson Botanical Garden has come a long way 
since its inaus picious beginning. 

This garden has several purposes: 
1. To provide a grow-out display area for more 

rare and endangered domesticated and wild species. 
2. To educate our garden visitors about these 

plants' endangered status �hrough an inte:pretive 
sign display and garden gU1debook ( for wh1ch funds 
are being sought) .  

3. To have on display models o f  structures 
which have been used in ancient southwestern Native 
American agriculture. 

One such structure is a floodwater field, with 
a small rocky, dry arroyo leading into it. Anot�er 
very attractive addition (still under,construct10n) 
is the Hopi-style terraced gardens bU11t by �rney 
Burns and Mahina Drees. The garden also conta1nS 
mesquite and ocotillo fences. Some plants are g:own 
in low cobble-bordered terraces. These are rep11cas 
of Hohokam waffle gardens that are found over the 
entire Salt River and Gila basin areas in central 
Arizona. The cobbles help catch rainwater and hold 
soil eroding from the watersheds. , In addition to our regular plant1ngs of corn, 
squash and melons, some of t he more unusual plants 
we are growing this summer i�c1ude: , " Panicum sonorum, or pan1cgrass, 1S thr1v1ng on 
its higher than normal water r�gime. Thi� extrem�ly 
rare wild grain plant was cons1dered ext1nct unt1l 
is was rediscovered by Native Seeds/SEARCH 
collectors in Mexico. Its exquisite panicles are 
beginning to form. 

Amaranthus cruentus, or Mountain Pima amaranth, 
the leaves of Which are used for greens, has been 
offered in our catalog for some time. I mentioned it 
because the plants are so beautiful with their 
thick-ribbed, dark green colored leaves and scarlet 
infloresences. 

Climbing its way o ver the mesquite post fe�ce 
is Oucurbita digitata var. cylindrata, a rare w1ld 
gourd collected at a location near San Xavier, Baja 
California. If you visit the garden very early, 
before 7 a. m. , you can see the open exquisite pale 
yellow blossoms. Also visible are the small lemon
sized green and white f ruits. Its attr�ctive gray 
leaves are striking and form an appea11ng ground or 
wall cover. 
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Indigofera suffruticosa, or Mayo indigo, is 
just beginning to show its salmon-colored pea-type 
blossoms . An article in this issue describes the 
modern use of this plant for dyeing. 

Growing below it is the wild bean Phaseolus 
filiformis, with its lobed blue-green leaves and 
pink blossoms. 

Collected in Grjalua River Valley, Chiapas , 
Mexico, and now growing profusely in our floodwater 
field is Lyc0¥h:secum esculent� v�r. cer�siforme, a 
wild tomato. 1S tomato-relat1ve 1S show1ng 
remarkable resistance to curly top virus, a scurge 
of southwest-grown tomatoes. Only two plants have 
been rogued so far, in spite of month-long 
temperatures over 100 degrees . 

In our old demonstration site, also at the 
TUcson Botanical Gardens, our sumner plantings are 
just  beginning. These plants will grow  with the 
summer rains and mature in the fall .  Many of these 
seeds have been taken f rom our s mall seed 
collection, which contains rare and endangered seeds 
or seeds of which we just  have a very small amount. 
One such rare item is a specimen of Amaranthus 
hypochondriacus, which was collected from Escondido, 
New Mexico and has a distinctive pink and white 
infloresence. 

Other plants in the garden will include a small 
deep-pink Sonoran string bean, a San Juan pinto 
bean, a Tarahumara cinco minuto bean (a yellow 
Jacob's Cattle Bean�d�-seeded sugarcane 
collected from South Komelik on the Tohono O'Odham 
( formerly called Papago) Reservation. 

Some plants regularly offered in our catalog 
will also be grown: Apache striped sunflower, 
Reventador (an old-fashioned pinole corn) and 
Tarahumara tomatillos. 

Devil's Claw is always growing in our gardens 
during the summer months, and this year we have a 
white-seeded domesticated one, a Proboscidea 
louisianica species , P. sabulosa, � triloba and a 
P. annua. These plantS-are very showy with their 
orchid-like flowers ,  soft velvety leaves and long 
interesting fruits. 

\�e invite you to visit our gardens, and to say 
hello at our office. We are regularly open on 
TUesday and Thursday afternoons, but it is best to 
call ahead to make sure. Also, call to make 
arrangements to meet someone at other times. Our 
number is 327-9123. The gardens are wheelchair 
accessible, although the paths are hardpacked earth 
and light gravel. 



Cookery Know-How 

Good And Hot 
One of the delicious items that regularly 

appear at potlucks is Esther Moore's salsa. This 
spicy version tastes great as a dip for tortilla 
chips or added to just about any type of Mexican 
food. Try it in a tepary bean burro or with nachos . 

10 cups 
1 
1/2 bunch 
2 
2 cubes 
2 tbsp 
2 tbsp 
2 tbsp 
1 tbsp 
1/2 tsp 
(or to taste) 
1/2 tbsp 
(or to taste) 

SALSA 

Ripe tomatoes 
Medium-sized onion 
Fresh cilantro 
Pickled jalapeno peppers 
Ice, crushed 
Water 
Oil 
Vinegar 
Cumin 
Chiltepines (ground) 

Salt 

Chop tomatoes coarsely. Chop onions fine; use either 
mild white, yellow or red onions. Chop jalapenos.  
Chop cilantro ( leaves only) very fine to  release 
flavor. Combine these with other ingredients. Chill 
and serve in bowl over ice to keep cold. If you 
don't live in the Southwest, you might not be able 
to find fresh cilantro; substitute dry leaves that are 
sold under the name, coriander. Likewise, 
chiltepines -- those small hot chiles -- are not 
available everywhere; buy seeds from Native 
Seeds/SEARCH and grow your own. 

Nutrition Information 

Our supplier of beans from Dove Creek, Colorado, has 
sent us s ome nutritional information on two of the beans we 
sell: #18. Anasazi-Analog Beans and #23. Dove Creek Bolita 
Beans . The information on these beans was obtained from the 
Colorado State University Department of Food Science and 
Human Nutrition. In the first table, comparable information 
for Pinto and Great Northern Beans was obtained from the 
U. S. Department of Agriculture nutrition guides. 

Nutritional Values 
One Pound Raw Beans 

Pinto Anasazi Bolita Great Northern 
Fat 5. 4 g 5. 3 g 6. 3 g 7. 3 g 
Protein 103. 9 g 101.7 g 103. 9 g 101. 2 g 
Carbohydrates 288. 9 g 288. 3 g 281. 9 g 278.1 g 
Fiber 18. 2 g 19. 9 g 
Ash 13. 6 g 15. 9 g 
Calories 1,583 1,543. 6 1,452. 8 1,542 
Phosphorus 2,073 mg 1,952. 2mg 2,043 mg 1,928 mg 
Sodium 45 mg 157. 5 mg 136. 2 mg 86 mg 
Iron 29. 0 mg 31. 8 mg 32. 2 mg 35. 4 mg 
Calcium 612 mg 635. 6 mg 658. 3 mg 653. 0 mg 

Pinole - Corn Cereal 
By Mahina Drees 

Pinole was, and still is, traveling food for 
Southwestern Indian people. Tarahumaras use it while 
running long distances. This lightweight, 
carbohydrate-rich food could be useful in modern 
times, too, as a backpacking or biking food, but 
probably fits into U. S. diets best as a breakfast 
cereal. It is reminiscent of Swiss muesli available 
in health food stores. 

---

It is usually made from the harder or flintier 
types of corn, especially popcorn. This is how it is 
made. Toast the whole dried kernels in a heavy pan 
over a medium flame stirring constantly until the 
kernels are lightly browned. Then, after cooling�, 
finely grind on a good mill like an Aztec or Corona. 
It should be soft and flour-like, not gritty. 

Indians generally carry it dry, add water, 
stir, and drink as a thick or thin beverage. I like 
it with milk and a little sugar depending on the 

.£ype of corn used. For instance, chapalote is 
already very sweet. Using dried sweet corn also 
reduces the need for added sweetener. 

The flavor is of toasted corn and very 
delicious. Pinole can also be made with other grains 
such as wheat. Toasted amaranth or panicgrass has 
also been added in the grinding process.  

Pinole can be found in many regions of  the 
country containing large Hispanic populations. For 
instance, in Tucson the Del Monte Market on South 
12th Avenue and the Grande Tortilla Factory on North 
Grande Avenue normally stock it. Eugene Boudreau 
informs us that three brands of pinole are available 
in the Santa Rosa area of California in health food 
stores as well  as Hispanic markets. One of these 
brands is produced by Eugene. His remarks remind us 
that some commercial products are occasionally sold 
stale and do not represent the delicious qualities. 
of this ancient food. 

.. 
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Nutritional Values 
One Pound Cooked Beans 

Fat 
Protein 
Carbohydrates 
Fiber 
Ash 
Calories 
Calcium 
Phosphorus 
Sodium 
Iron 

Bolita 
2. 7 g 

35. 9 g 
93. 5 g 

4. 5 g 
6. 89 g 

499. 4 g 
204. 3 mg 

681 mg 
18. 2 mg 
11. 4 mg 

Anasazi 
2. 3 g 

35. 4 g 
97. 2 g 

3. 6 g 
5. 9 g 

544. 8 g 
182 mg 

635. 6 mg 
22. 7 mg 
10. 4 mg 
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MOTIVE FROM ZUNI JAR 

Lifetime Members 
The following are lifetime members of Native 

Seeds/SEARCH. Our thanks to them, and if you are in 
a position to upgrade your membership status w� hope 
that you , too , will consider supporting our efforts 
this way. 

Karen & Rex Adams ,  'fucson, AZ 
George Anderson , Denver, CO 
Arizona Native Plant Society , 'fucson , AZ 
Cathy Bauer , Montague, CA 
Frederick Brockman , Hayward , CA 
Dan Clancy , Staten Island, NY 
Elliot Cowan , Santa Barbara, CA 
Walter Ebeling, Los Angeles , CA 
Lillian Fisher , 'fucson , AZ 
Ross Feezer , Phoenix, AZ 
John B. & Mariel Gilpin , Champaign , IL 
Ron Grunt, Twenty-nine Palms , CA 
Bruce Hancock, Social Circle, GA 
Elizabeth Jo Higgins , Kingman, AZ 
Joan Jacobson, 'fucson , AZ 
Felipe Jacome , 'fucson , AZ 
Stephen M. Jones , Cave Creek, AZ 
Kate Kendig, Phoenix , AZ 
Bernard Kravitz , Woodland Hills , CA 
Susan Kunz , 'fucson , AZ 
Mike Kuntzelman, 'fucson, AZ 
James V. Lewis , Albuquerque , NM 
Linda Lewis , 'fucson, AZ 
O. J. Lougheed, Albuquerque , NM 
John H. Lyman , Las Cruces , NM 
Pierre Jean Malraison , Jr. , San Diego , CA 
Darline Martin , Clovis ,  CA 
Rodrick G. McGill ,  Glendale, AZ 
Michael McNulty , 'fucson, AZ 
John Moore , Bluffdale , TX 
Mrs . D. R. t1.Jllineaux, Lakewood, CO 
Native Self Sufficiency , Forestville, CA 
Linda Parker , 'fucson , AZ 
John P. Rahart ,  Saratoga, WY 
Richard L. Reed, DVM, Coopersville , PA 
Carl & Carol Reichhardt ,  Greeley , CO 
Judith Reynolds , Albuquerque, NM 
Sandra W. Shank, Hope, NM 
Maya Shearer, On tario , Canada 
Sue Skirvin, 'fucson, AZ 
Spring Meadows Farm, Cabol ,  MO 
Chauncey Stillman, New York, NY 
Janet Swanson, 'fucson , AZ 
Jeremiah Teague, 'fucson , AZ 
Gail D. Tierney , Santa Fe , NM 
Sandra J. 'furner , Fort Collins , CO 
Mrs . J. Thomas Via, Jr. , 'fucson , AZ 
W. A. Williams , Boerne , TX 
Lawrence A. Wilson, Dallas , TX 
John B. Woods , 'fulsa, OK 

ATTENTION 
All Purchasers and Growers 

of Native Seeds/SEARCH Crops 

If you have any extra seeds that have 
been grown out in an uncontaminated state (not 
allowed to cross with other plants of the same 
species) ,  we would like to know about it and 
perhaps obtain them. We are open to trades , 

. purchases and donations. Pleas� let us know �f 
you might be able to help us w�th se�d 
supplies. Please write to the attentlon of 
Mahina Drees . 

THE SEEDHEAD NEWS 
Published Quarterly By 
Native Seeds/SEARCH 

3950 W. New York Drive 
Tucson, Arizona 85745 

Editor: Kevin Dahl .  Editorial Board: Karen Reichhardt, 
Barney T. Burns, Mahina Drees and Gary Nabhan . Write 
the editor if you wish to order back issues or contribute 
an article. 

o Associate Mem bership 
(1 yr., $1 0.00) Includes newsletter, seed listings and 
catalogutls, and a 1 0 %  discount on seed purchases, 
workshops and publications. 

o Lifetime Associate Membership 
($100.00) All  of the above, every year. 

o Publications: Seed listings 
(50') Listing 

TOTAL EN CLOSED: $ �� __ ��� ____ __ 

Your contribution Is tax deductible. 

Name: 

Add ress: 

City, State & Zip: ____________ _ 
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Deserving Seeds 
Whatever rare native seeds there are that have 

survived the Span ish conquistadors, survived the Anglo 
cattlemen, survived the hybrid seed industry and the 

Green Revolution, deserve to be around 
when the genetic engineering fad 

is all over and done with . 

G . P. Nabhan and K.L .  Reich hardt 
"Seeds: Genetic Resources and Cultural Treasures" 

1986 Prai rie Festival, The Land Institute 

Native Seeds • SEARCH 
3950 West New Yo r k  D r i v e  

Tu cso n ,  A r i z o n a  85745 

N o n - P rof i t  O rg.  
U .S.  Postage 

P A I D 
T u cso n .  A r i z .  
Pe r m i t  #21 57 
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